International Students* - Academic Scholarships

**Undergraduate**

*Canadian Students* - Are eligible for merit awards on the basis of ACT/SAT score and high school GPA – using the same guidelines and scholarship levels that are applied to domestic students. No additional SBU merit or need-based aid will be awarded. Students not receiving merit aid may be awarded the Geographic Diversity Grant.

*Other International F1 Students* – are ineligible for merit-or need-based aid but may receive the Geographic Diversity Grant, or awards that are specific to country of origin.

*International (F-1) students that graduate from the US high schools*— will be considered for merit aid on the basis of ACT/SAT and GPA, using the same guidelines and scholarship levels as are applied to domestic students. No additional SBU merit or need-based aid will be provided. Students not receiving merit aid may be awarded the Geographic Diversity Grant.

*International Transfer students*— are ineligible for merit-or need-based aid but may receive the Geographic Diversity Grant, or awards that are specific to country of origin.

*International Student Athletes* - May receive athletic aid in accordance with SBU’s athletic aid policy. Any additional merit aid will be in accordance to the eligibility criteria listed above.

**Graduate**

*International Graduate students*—that enter a graduate program directly from SBU’s undergraduate population will be considered for graduate aid programs on
the same basis as domestic graduate students. International graduate students who do not enroll out of an SBU undergraduate program are ineligible for merit or need-based aid.

*Canadian Graduate Students* – will be considered for graduate aid on the same basis as domestic students.

* International students are defined as students attending SBU on a student visa
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